Summer Camp PLEASE
Teacher's Diary by Kasia Plewińska, Poland

Day 1
The first day at the Spanish school was full of expectations and excitement. I
did not really know what to expect and how it would all go.
After the official opening of the project we had a bunch of warm-up/icebreaking activities in the school yard and as it turned out both the students
and parents/grandparents were joyful, energetic and full of life. We did a few
ice breakers- ”2 sides”, “I'm Kasia and I love..........” (an activity with a ball),
lining up activity according to age and month of birth and a counting activity.
Then we went into the classroom and started regular classes. The first day was
devoted to vocabulary practice. We prepared the project work- body parts poster. I really enjoyed working with the group. They were engaged and
enthusiastic about all the activities. The asked additional questions about the
vocabulary- body parts we were dealing with. The group was open and eager
to cooperate.
I was happy the Spanish children were not afraid of speaking in a foreign
language. Everybody was very friendly and helpful.

Outdoor ice-breakers

Parents-children cooperation

Final product-Body;-)))
Day 2
The second day of the workshop was devoted to activities connected with
teaching “clothes”. We had a number of activities revising the names of clothes
and colors and we practised clothes description. Both students and parents
were involved in the task - they were to paint, cut-out and describe clothes to
each other. The group was really motivated and despite the fact I do not speak
Spanish and my parents/students English was limited the cooperation went
smoothly.
The hot weather did not discourage my students and we spent a really nice
and hard-working afternoon together.

Three generations working together

Mother and son- a perfect team;-)))

Day 3
During the third day we played a few games to revise vocabulary we had
already covered the days before. The aim was to show parents ideas how to
work with children and make them aware of the necessity and importance of
revision while second language learning. Then we moved to a new topic which
was “shapes” and we learned the names of all different shapes in English and
had an art and craft activity. Students and parents worked together and the
task was to cut out different shapes from colorful paper and design pictures
and posters with that cut-out shapes.
Then they described the picture in English. All their works were placed on the
walls in the classroom. I assume the activity was motivating and attractive for
both students and parents.

Amalia and Carlos-always smiling;-)

Shapes- colorful paper, scissors, glue and a bit of imagination

Day 4
At the beginning of the session I showed parents a few websites and youtube
links where they could find interesting, easy and motivating materials, videos
songs and games for second language learning. Parents showed a great

interest in all the tips and information I gave them. I wish we had more time to
talk to parents and grandparents in order to show them more techniques,
games and trigger their interest in searching new ideas for games and
activities in L2 while playing with their children. Then we covered new topic
which was “the weather”. Both parents/grandparents described the weather in
different seasons in Spain. They revised all the vocabulary they already knew.

Hard work;-)))

Day 5
This was the final day of our short but intensive work. We talked about the
European countries, revised the names of them using youtube “Talking
flashcards”. Then we went through a variety of adjectives connected with
places and we described these countries using these adjectives. It was not only
revision of vocabulary connected with places but also developing their
knowledge about different countries in Europe. I strongly believe that getting
to know things about our neighboring countries and talking to people from
different places is the best solution to help us all live happily and peacefully in
our home- Europe.
After classroom activities we had the closing meeting with all 45 participants.
It was a pleasant and satisfying moment when handing in of the diplomas took
place and we could celebrate the end of the summer camp which in my opinion
was successful and inspiring for both the students, parents/grandparent and
teachers as best learning is sharing knowledge when all parts of the process
learn something new.

Each new experience enriches us and we become more aware and sensitive to
other people, nations and we see things in a broaden perspective that is why
education is the only solution.

A kit for Spain-a fan and a sombrero;-)))

Party time;-))

